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Generative AI for Business Leaders

A Primer …
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What is Generative AI?

▪ Artificial intelligence (AI) is the ability of a computer 
or machine to think and behave like a human.

▪ Generative AI is a class of AI with three key 
features:

▪ Can handle generalized rather than specialized use cases

▪ Can generate novel, human-like output rather than merely 
describing or interpreting existing information, and

▪ Interfaces that both understand and respond with natural 
language, images, audio, and video.

▪ Designed to be enhanced and customized for many 
different use cases
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Generative AI Provides Many Benefits

SPEED – CAN HANDLE 
LARGER AND MORE 

COMPLEX INFORMATION 
THAN HUMANS

IDEA & CONTENT 
CREATION – MUCH NOT 

PREVIOUSLY CONSIDERED 
BY HUMANS

RESOURCE GENERATION – 
DATA SET GENERATION, 

MODELING, FORECASTING, 
ETC.

ACCESSIBLE – ABILITY TO 
INTERACT VIA VOICE, CHAT 

OR IMAGES AND IN 
MULTIPLE LANGUAGES

If the internet makes the world flatter … AI makes the world faster!
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Two Years Old  .. And Already Many Use Cases

Text Generation

Writers, bloggers, lawyers, etc..

Image/Video Generation

Artists, photographers, videographers

Code Generation

Programmers

Other Generation

Actors, Musicians, Exec. Assistants

.. And many, many others ..
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Some of the Big Dogs in Generative AI !
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AI Patent Activity is Explosive

Source: https://iamip.com/the-rise-of-artificial-intelligence-patent-activity-in-europe-around-the-world/

• The United States and China are 

leading the charge in AI innovation, 

especially in recent years. 

• Other countries that are also 

making significant strides in AI 

innovation are Germany, Japan and 

South Korea.

• Three of the Top 5 are in Asia

6,000+

5,000+

2,500+

<1,000

<400
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AI Patent Activity is Explosive

Source: https://iamip.com/the-rise-of-artificial-intelligence-patent-activity-in-europe-around-the-world/

• The United States and 

China are leading the 

charge in AI innovation, 

especially in recent years. 

• Other countries that are 

also making significant 

strides in AI innovation are 

Germany, Japan and South 

Korea.

• Three of the Top 5 are in 

Asia
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The AI Armies of the Tech Giants

▪ AI employees as a % of 
workforce:

▪ Meta (6.5%)

▪ Microsoft ( 3.2%)

▪ Google (3.0%)

▪ Apple (2.9%)

▪ Amazon (0.7%)

Source: https://www.glass.ai/glass-news/code-red-the-ai-armies-of-the-tech-giants
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Text-to-Text :ChatGPT

▪ General-purpose AI model - released December 2022.

▪ “General purpose” - trained on a massive amount of 
information across the internet.

▪ Conversational - provides answers to questions and 
generates text that sound and look like they were written 
by a human.

▪ In the background - a large language model (LLM) 
imitates human conversation during interaction.

▪ Remembers things you have said to it in the past (retains 
context) and capable of correcting itself when wrong.

▪ Trained to refuse inappropriate requests (“Guard Rails”).
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Text-to-Text : GPT-4 (gold standard for now)

▪ ChatGPT/GPT4 now part of the Microsoft ecosystem

▪ Huge - trained on a broader set of data – 1.76 trillion parameters 
and trained on 20 Terabytes of text data [5.7x bigger that GPT-3]

▪ Released in March 2023

▪ Significant enhancement

▪ Multimodal*

▪ Support for third-party applications via Plugins and APIs

▪ Larger inquiries (up to 8k tokens – will be increased to 32k tokens 
soon – about 25,000 words)

▪ Many emergent capabilities

▪ 110% more truthful & hallucinates 53% less than ChatGPT

▪ Defines “smart” - surpasses human performance in a wide array of 
tests.

*Inputs can include text or images
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Text-to-Image : Stable Diffusion

Prompt: A veiled woman who is 

sad, face hidden.

Prompt: A dinosaur made of wool 

in a realistic forest with blurred 

background, 8k

Prompt: old woman, natural light, 

sharp, detailed face, magazine, 

press, photo, david lazar, canon, 

nikon, focus
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Text-to-Code : StarCoder & Bard
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Developing AI Ecosystems : Google

▪ Multilingual translation - proficient in 100 languages (tested to 
“mastery” level)

▪ Coding - proficient in numerous programming languages

▪ Flexible - engine driving 25 Google applications, including 
Gmail, Google Docs & Google Sheets – and search

▪ Customizable - specialized versions available – Med-PaLM2, 
Sec-PaLM2 (Google Cloud security) 

▪ Scalable - four available sizes – Unicorn, Bison, Otter & Gecko 
(runs on mobile devices)

▪ Accessible - available to developers via Google’s MLOps 
platform – Vertex.ai or the PaLM API.

https://ai.google/discover/palm2
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Developing AI Ecosystems : Open-Source

▪ Open-source AI movement spurred on by 
Proprietary LLM  moats

▪ LLMs with a few billion parameters can 
compete with very large models in terms of 
performance - if trained on suitable large 
datasets

▪ Can fine-tune smaller LLMs to impressive 
degrees with a much smaller budget and a 
modest amount of data – new techniques 
such as LoRA (Low Rank Adaptation)

▪ Pace of open-source LLMs advancement 
much faster than proprietary because 
different teams can build on top of each 
other’s work

▪ LLMs range between 7-13 billion parameters 
can now run on strong consumer-grade 
GPUs

Many Open Source LLMs will run on a local 

computer and in some cases on a laptop! 

source: Navigating the LLM Landscape: A Comparative Analysis of Leading Large Language Models
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AI Has Already Surpassed Humans in Many Tasks

Source: https://time.com/6300942/ai-progress-charts/

“..The performance of 

GPT-4 has been 

understated. GPT-4 is 

in the 90th percentile of 

human testing for many 

metrics ….. and now 

vastly outperforms the 

human average in 

many fields ranging 

from medicine to law to 

wine tasting theory.”

GPT-4 Report: Alan Thompson, Ph.D.
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This is Just the Start .. Better Models Coming !

▪ Larger, faster, more accurate, more truthful, less hallucinogenic – generally more capable

▪ They will bring new emergent capabilities, some of which we may not be able to predict

▪ They will also bring additional management challenges

The next generation 

of models is highly 

likely to exhibit 

Artificial General 

Intelligence (AGI), 

on par or surpassing 

real human 

capabilities – possibly 

with real physical 

embodiment. 
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What has made these Advances Possible?

Source: https://time.com/6300942/ai-progress-charts/

Plus . . many improvements to Algorithms
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More Advanced Models May Pose Unique Risks

Capability Concern

Cyber-offense Can discover vulnerabilities in systems (hardware, software, data) & can write code for exploiting those 

vulnerabilities.

Deception Has skills necessary to deceive humans & impersonate humans effectively.

Persuasion & 

Manipulation

Can shape people’s beliefs, in dialogue and other settings (e.g. social media posts), even towards 

untrue beliefs. Social Engineering.

Political Strategy Can perform the social modeling and planning necessary for a bad actor to gain and exercise political 

influence, not just on a micro-level but in scenarios with multiple bad actors and rich social context.

Weapons acquisition Gain access to existing weapons systems or contribute to building new weapons.

Long-horizon Planning can make sequential plans that involve multiple steps, unfolding over long time horizons (or at least 

involving many interdependent steps). It can perform such planning within and across many domains.

AI Development Could build new AI systems from scratch, including AI systems with dangerous capabilities. 

Situational Awareness Can distinguish between whether it is being trained, evaluated, or deployed –

allowing it to behave differently in each case. The model knows that it is a model, and has knowledge 

about itself and its likely surroundings.

Self-proliferation The model could break out of its local environment (e.g. using a vulnerability in its underlying system, 

suborning an engineer, exploiting limitations in the systems for monitoring its behaviour post-

deployment).

Source: DeepMind, May 2023, “Model evaluation for extreme risks” 
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Generative AI  … Potential for Abuse

▪ MegaSyn - GenAI model used for 
developing new therapeutics from a 
publicly available molecule database

▪ Normally penalizes predicted toxicity 
and rewards predicted target activity 
[“reinforcement learning”]

▪ Inverted the logic so model rewarded 
for both toxicity and bioactivity

▪ Scored using organism-specific lethal 
dose model (LD50)

▪ Model generated 40,000 lethal 
molecules in <6 hours, including many 
known chemical warfare agents!!

Source: Nature Machine Intelligence, Vol 4, March 2022

Use cases like this mandate  some 
form of regulation!
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Generative AI will Increase Productivity ... a LOT!

▪ McKinsey investigated 63 Generative AI use cases across 16 functional areas and 850 
occupations

Source: McKinsey, June 2023, “The economic potential of generative AI”

▪ AI now estimated to add $11-$17 trillion 
in global economic value annually

▪ Generative AI alone likely to add $2.5-
$4.5+ trillion

▪ Cost reductions and increasing worker 
productivity

▪ 75% of Generative AI value is expected 
to be realized in four areas: 

▪ Marketing & sales

▪ Software engineering

▪ Customer operations

▪ R&D
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Productivity Will Vary by Industry & Job Role

.. the technology is advancing so rapidly that it 

likely to achieve human level performance in 

some technical capabilities sooner than previously 

thought ..
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The Future of Work : Up to 300M Jobs Disrupted?

Source: Goldman Sachs. “The Potentially Large Effects of Artificial Intelligence on Economic Growth”

AI will replace sometimes -  
but enhance often

Estimated about 25% of 
current work tasks in the 

economy can be automated

7% of workers in the US 
likely will be displaced

63% will be complemented

30% largely unaffected
But that 63% will be MUCH 

more productive

Most of those displaced will 
find employment - likely in 
jobs that do not exist today

At least 12M Americans may  

need another field of work by 

2030

Estimated that 50% of 

today’s tasks will be 

automated by as early as 

2045

Mostly Blue-Collar positions

Source: McKinsey, June 2023, “The economic potential of generative AI”
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AI . . No Shortage of Policy Challenges

▪ AI in all its forms will reshape society – expect rapid and unplanned workforce 
transitions.

▪ What does the future of work look like in terms of occupations and skills? What 
does this mean for workforce planning?

▪ How can workers be supported as their activities shift over time? What retraining 
programs can be put in place? What incentives are needed to support private 
companies in order to continue to invest in human capital? 

▪ How to fund earn-while-you-learn programs (such as apprenticeships) to enable 
people to retrain while continuing to support themselves and their families?

▪ What policy steps can be taken to prevent generative AI from being used in ways 
that harm society or vulnerable populations? What about privacy and security? 

▪ Regulation – what new policies can be developed, and existing policies 
amended, to ensure human-centric AI development and deployment includes 
human oversight, diverse perspectives and accounts for societal values? 
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European Regulators Lead the Way

▪ Recently the European Parliament voted on the AI 
ACT - proposed law to establish requirements for AI 
developers and users based on risk levels.

▪ Draft law

▪ Bans AI systems considered an “unacceptable risk,” 
including “real-time and remote biometric identification 
systems, such as facial recognition.” 

▪ Outlines “high-risk” AI, defined as “AI systems that 
negatively affect safety or fundamental rights,” in toys, cars, 
and medical devices, as well as in law enforcement and 
border control.

▪ “All high-risk AI systems will be assessed before being put 
on the market and also throughout their lifecycle”

▪ Approval is part of a process that will include talks between 
EU member countries before a final version of the law is 
agreed

▪ Finalization expected by the end of the year
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Most Models don’t meet EU Standards

▪ Most flagship AI models, including those created by OpenAI, Google, and Meta, don’t currently comply with EU 
regulations.

▪ The top score possible was 48, but none of these models came close. The top score was Bloom (open-source), which 
scored 36 points. Least compliant models were Claude, Luminous and Jurrasic-2
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Advice for CEOs : Areas Primed for Automation

Guidelines for starting with Generative AI

▪ Need a clear understanding of the problems/opportunities to be solved/addressed

▪ Investment in data quality is crucial for successful implementation

▪ Pay attention to security – use a multi-layered approach

▪ Recruiting, training (advances moving fast) and retaining employees with skills in AI will have a huge 
impact on success

▪ Establish guidelines for use

▪ Monitor outcomes – accuracy, efficiency and cost savings 

▪ Start slow then accelerate

Customer 
Service

Legal
Marketing / 

Content 
Creation

R&D / 
Product 

Development

HR 
Processes

Sales Analytics Coding
Fraud 

Detection
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Advice for CEOs : Generative AI Limitations

Great benefits with some risks - CEOs should mitigate these risks from the start

▪ Fairness : algorithmic bias due to imperfect training.

▪ Intellectual Property : training data and outputs present IP risk.

▪ Privacy : careful with PII.

▪ Security : bad actors can accelerate the sophistication and speed of cyberattacks. Models 
can be “poisoned” easily by changing a fraction of a % of its data.

▪ Explainability : neural networks are complicated - we still don’t really know how they work

▪ Reliability : can produce different answers to the same prompt.

▪ Organizational Impact : Generative AI may significantly affect the workforce.

Customer 
Service

Legal
Marketing / 

Content 
Creation

R&D / 
Product 

Development

HR 
Processes

Sales Analytics Coding
Fraud 

Detection
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What’s happened since I wrote this presentation

▪ Generative AI has worked out how to solve Captchas.

▪ Microsoft Research validates GPT-4 is good enough for automating medical tasks, such as 
clinical trial design.

▪ Doctor GPT, an open-source LLM trained on medical data sets, has passed the US Medical 
Licensing Exam. This LLM fits on most devices!

▪ Stability AI has just released Stable Coder, a LLM tuned specifically for programming and 
StabilityChat, a ChatGPT competitor.  

▪ DoD has established a Generative AI task force – for both defensive and offensive purpose

▪ Microsoft has authorized use of ChatGPT on Azure. This means secure private & controlled 
instances – eliminates concerns about outside access to private data.

▪ Google and Universal music are working on licensing voices for AI-generated songs. Artists 
opt-in. Text-to-music has come a long way!
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Closing Thoughts

▪ Generative AI is a true disruptor and will have a profound economic and social impact. As a 
society, are we ready for this?

▪ AI has surpassed humans at a number of tasks and the rate at which humans are being 
surpassed at new tasks is increasing.

▪ GPT and cousins are just the start of this journey towards Artificial General Intelligence 
(AGI), and its closer than most people think.

▪ As we approach AGI, we will need intelligent regulation to help us manage the worst-case 
scenarios – but regulation that doesn’t stifle innovation.

▪ Embodiment is also closer than most people think – facilitated by low-cost computing at 
scale, 5G, advances in long-life energy storage and inexpensive DC motor technology.

▪ Open-source models will accelerate the adoption and availability of many more novel & 
specialized applications – and will likely drive more M&A activity.

▪ Expect to see a continued boost to investment activity in the sector – including M&A.



Generative AI

Just the beginning for …

“ … the single most important thing to understand 

about AI is how fast it’s moving.”
Dario Amodei – Anthropic CEO
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Enterprise resource planning

Security

Customer relationship management

Vertical applications

Information management

Business intelligence

IT services
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USA 45%

United Kingdom 9%

Canada 6%

Germany 5%

India 4%

France 4%

Israel 2%

Sweden 2%

Japan 2%

Row 21%
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USA 54%

United Kingdom 8%

Canada 5%

Germany 5%

France 4%

Australia 3%

Japan 2%

India 2%

RoW 17%
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Valence Discovery
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Valence Discovery
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